Staff news

Izabela Babiarz visits as a NAWA short-term PhD student for six months
Martin Rey starts as a postdoctoral fellow, working with Oscar Agertz
Jonas Wittbrodt starts as a researcher, working with Johan Rathsman
Anna Arnadottir has a new title: research engineer
Dipankar Das leaves us to take up a lecturer position in India
Hugo Serodio leaves us to take up a programmer position at MAX4
Fan Liu leaves us to take up a position at Swinburne University, Australia

Regular seminar schedules

Astronomy - http://www.astro.lu.se/Seminars/
THEP - http://particle.thep.lu.se/Seminars/
CBBP - http://cbbp.thep.lu.se/~carl/internal/group_meetings.html

Additional talks and seminars

18 COMPUTE seminar by Enrico Ronchi. 14:15. Lundmarksalen

Visitors

4-8 Astrid Lamberts (Nice) visits OTA (Host: Ross Church)
11-15 Alessandra Mastrobuono-Battisti (MPIA) visits OTA (Host: Ross Church)

Important dates and events

27 Department board meeting (13.15. Charlier)

Absences, trips and other travel

1-11 Leif Lönblad attends Quark Matter conference in Wuhan
6-7 Lennart Lindegren attends a Gaia Science Team Meeting at ESAC (Madrid)
11-13 Paul McMillan and Lennart Lindegren attend Gaia DR3 Scientific Verification Workshop, Ringberg, Germany
13-27 Gregor Traven working visit and observations in Ljubljana/Asiago
14 Anders Johansen gives a seminar at Institut de Physique du Globe in Paris
14-15 Roman Pasechnik attends the Plenary ECFA meeting at CERN
17-22 Christine Rasmussen attends MPI@LHC in Prague and EIC workshop in Vienna
18-19 Roman Pasechnik attends the MPI@LHC workshop in Prague and gives two talks
19-21 Sofia Feltzing attends the PLATO WP12 STEllar SCience work package (STESCI) meeting in Barcelona
20-22 Leif Lönblad attends workshop on future ep and eA facilities in Vienna
25-27 Thomas Ronnet visits Marseille for collaborations
25-29 Ross Church visits IoA. Cambridge. UK
25-6/12 Roman Pasechnik visits the UTFSM in Valparaiso and gives a seminar
28-29 Thomas Ronnet visits Nice for collaborations and gives a talk

Editor: Ross Church (ross@astro.lu.se). Deadline: 17.00 on the last day of the previous month.